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D2W Component Assignment
 
Presenter:  [0:01] OK, this morning we're going to direct web assignments and component design. Basically, yesterday was give a man a fish. Today's going to be teach a man how to fish. Hopefully you'll get a lot more out of this presentation than you did yesterday's. [0:23] To start off, we're going to have a little overview of not just Direct To Web, but application design, in general, in WebObjects. As you know, WebObjects is designed around a model view controller paradigm. The model's pretty obvious, if you've used WebObjects for any amount of time. It's the UrApp model. The view components are your web components. They're in your component directory in your application.
[1:01] The controller is a little bit of a mystery, it seems. What is the controller in WebObjects? Well, Direct to Web puts the C in the MVC for WebObjects. It is in large part, controller logic. If you look at the parts that make up Direct to Web, the rule system and assignments, the actions, the delegates, the factory, they're all control code. Direct To Web is really good for this. It allows you to separate your control logic from your view components, from your model logic, so that you don't end up having to redo a lot of your work. That's the goal, isn't it? To do as little work as possible, if you can.
[1:50] If D2W is C, then what is a D2W look? You look in ER Modern Look. You look in ER Neutral Look. There's tons of components. That's obviously view code. Well, a D2W look is kind of the ER attachment of view components. ER attachment is a reusable model framework. When you use it, you just drop it in your project, you set a couple of properties, and you're done. It just works.
[2:23] The same thing applies to something like ER Modern Look, or ER Neutral Look, or the Diva look. Each individual look framework is designed to be a reusable framework that you don't really have to touch a lot. You can just use it out of the box. You can focus on doing the actual business logic, in your model, that you're working on, and the control code that makes your application run and control the flow of the application for your users.
[3:00] To start off with, to give everyone a good understanding of how we get to designing a Direct To Web component, I'm going to start from the very basics, where we all start out. In the beginning, we put all of our model, all of our view, all of our control logic into our flow components. If you've ever followed along with the beginner tutorials on the wiki, that's OK. You stick a string binding or two in your component. You have an action method in your component. In your actual HTML file you have a form. You have a couple form fields to bind to your strings in your Java file, and you have some sort of button that triggers your action in your Java file.
[3:58] When you do this, your component looks something like this. You've got your model, your view, and your controller all wrapped up in your flow component. That works, it's fine, and it's basic. Eventually we realized that this causes us to have to do a lot of work. Every time the model changes, we've got to create a new component. Any time the view needs to change, we've got to create a new component. Any time the control logic needs to do something different, we've got to create a new component.
[4:30] Eventually we find that we need a database, and we bring in EOF. EOF is the model end of WebObjects. What that allows us to do is our component changes a little bit. Our last component we had the string username, string password. Now we just have a user object in the component. The login logic is still in the component, but when you write your HTML in your log file, now instead of binding to the component, you're binding to your model object.
[5:15] That ends up looking a bit like this. You've now separated out your model code, and when you make your changes in your model code, it's reflected in all of your components. You create a new logic that dictates how different getters and setters act. You put in all sorts of business logic, for like in the movie's logic, you can rate a movie or whatnot. It's the basic code that you don't want to repeat over and over again in your components that you might use across multiple components. When you do that, everything refers to your model. That has upsides and downsides, in that if your view needs to change, and your controller logic stays the same, you, again, have to create a new component, and vice versa.
[6:04] You've kind of solved the problem, but you really haven't. Because in this case, if you make a change in your model, you change from a to one to a to many relationship, or you decide that you no longer need this attribute, and you get rid of it, you throw it away. What happens? You get red X's in Eclipse telling you that, "Oh no, I don't know what to do. I'm now bound to something that no longer exists in the model." That is an indicator that you're bound too tightly with your control and view logic together.
[6:41] What you really want to do is separate out your control logic, so you can completely separate your view and your model. Your view and your model should talk together to the control logic, and then you won't have that problem.
[7:00] If you change something in your attachment, you don't get red X's in ER Modern Look. It's not ever going to happen, because ER Modern Look is written in such a way that it is object‑neutral. It can work with any object you stick in it. There's one edit page in ER Modern Look. There's one inspect page. There's one list page. Actually, I think there's two inspect pages. One's a tab inspect and one's an inspect page. The point is that you don't have to produce an inspect user page. You don't have to produce another inspect team page or inspect patient page. The one page does it for all of them.
[7:43] And the question is, then, how does it do this? What is it in D2W that allows you to make that sort of separation? Because if you're not binding directly to your object, how does it know what it's working with? Well, to start with, to achieve this ideal separation of code, we use object‑neutral components on the lowest level.
[8:09] We do that through KVC, key value coding. If you're familiar with Web Objects, you're probably familiar with key value coding. Reflection, which is standard Java, and message forwarding, which is something that WebObjects does. It's a sort of a Smalltalk type of situation. That looks something like this. You can see, in this component, we have two bindings. We have an object. It's just an object. The component has no idea what kind of object it is. It doesn't care. All it needs to know is the object and the property key that it's editing, and this is an edit string component. It makes the assumption that it is working with a string. You have that string cast in the object property value method, there.
[9:02] Using the key value coding utilities, you can see that you can set and get the value for your string without making any changes for any particular object. You just hand it an object, you hand it a string, you get getter‑setter functionality. In your component, your HTML in your log file would look something a bit like this. Your object property value, your key in your object are set on the component, so it'll be passed in from the page above it, when you're editing that string.
[9:48] At this point, you're probably saying, "OK. Well, I need something that's going to tell me how long is the text field, or what size is the field, how wide should it be?" That's something that's going to vary. That's going to change from situation to situation, and you're not really going to know that when you're putting the component together. You're not going to know that until you start putting your application together, so you need some way to provide this control logic, this control information to your object neutral component.
[10:25] How does Direct To Web do that? Direct To Web uses Direct To Web context. You're probably wondering, "OK, what is the Direct To Web context?" Well, it implements key value coding additions, I think. It's basically like a NSdictionary. It holds keys and it holds values.
[10:51] You give it a key, you give it the value, and when you hand it in to the component, the component can then pull that key and value off of the Direct To Web context. It's not actually a dictionary in the fact that it has to be able to find these values, if it doesn't have the values, and we'll get to that in a minute. In your page above it, you're saying, "OK. Well, I've got to bind the object and the key, so I'm going to need control logic in my page."
[11:25] Well, no, not really. In this example, we're looking at a list page. We're iterating through objects in a display group, and then in that list of objects, we're going to iterate through a set of display property keys. Once we iterate through those, then we're going to find their component from the Direct To Web context, too, and it's all of the information, all of this control logic coming to this list page. It's held almost entirely in the Direct To Web context.
[12:02] The only two bindings that are actually on your page here are the display group, which you would set up in an object neutral way, just like you did the edit string component, and then you have Direct To Web context. You really don't have to worry about what object is in this page anymore. You've taken that out of the page. The control logic is completely separated out.
[12:26] Now, you're probably going to be wondering where the Direct To Web context comes from. If you're using Direct To Web, there's the Direct To Web Factory, and it will load the context into the page for you.
[12:39] Anyway, when we're doing Direct To Web bindings, there are a couple of guidelines to follow. One, of course, is use existing keys as much as possible, because if you have different keys on every single page, you kind of defeat the purpose of using Direct To Web. If you've got a whole list of keys on this page, "Oh, what's the key on that page?"
[13:01] If you have, for instance, "the size equals length" on the previous edit component back here, why wasn't it D2Wcontext.size? Well, .size was already taken. The web browser components tend to use .size to tell you how tall the web browser's going to be, so length, that tells you how long your text field should be, and width. Use existing keys as much as possible, and use them consistently.
[13:33] Don't use a length key on one page and have it being something totally different on another page. If it's the length of a text field, then you should use the length key for lengths of fields, and then if you need something like how tall it is, then use a different key. Use size. The same thing applies to pretty much all the keys. Some of them get a little overloaded at times. You'll get different display property keys, can return an array of just standard properties, and in some cases, it's used to return an array of keys that indicate that it's a tabbed in page, but for the most part, just use the existing ones. Use them consistently. Don't create a new key unless you have to.
[14:24] There's no problem in creating a key. There's nothing wrong with that, but there's so much functionality already in the Direct To Web pages. I found creating my look, that I would often create a key and then say, "Oh, wow. OK. It's already there," after I get three components in, and then I have to go back and change them to match. Have a real good browse of the Wonder source on your Direct To Web components before you start writing your own.
[14:55] How does the Direct to Web context get those values? Where did the length come from? Where did the maxlength value come from? If you have studied Direct To Web context much, you'll know that it infers the keys based on the rule system, and the rule system is basically a big configuration file, and it tells the Direct To Web context what the values in it are supposed to be.
[15:30] The parts of a rule. You have a priority. The priority of the rule, zero is the lowest, it's an unsigned integer. Zero's the lowest, and the higher it goes, the higher priority the rule has. If your priority is zero, it's going to be the last rule to be evaluated. If your priority's 100, it'll get evaluated before zero, and so on. Whether or not the rule is applied to the key is determined by the qualifier. The qualifier is basically an EO qualifier. It's an "if" statement. It checks to see, "Does the value of the Direct To Web context, in its current state, match this qualifier?" If your qualifier is "look equals modern," or I'm not sure what the look key is on your modern look, but if the value is "look equals modern," then it checks the Direct To Web context.
[16:34] It says, "Give me the value for your look key." Direct To Web context gives it the look key value, and compares it. Says, "OK, it's modern. All right, fire this rule," and when this rule fires, it goes to the assignment, the third part of a rule. We're going to spend the most time talking about assignments today.
[16:56] David's going to be covering, probably, the qualifiers, the debugging, and tracing rules, in much more in‑depth, in a little bit here, but I'm going to just stick to what makes up a Direct To Web assignment.
[17:12] In Direct To Web, the original Apple Direct To Web, you have one assignment class, and it's "assignment," and basically what it does is it takes strings and applies them to your key. If it is in braces, or in parentheses, it treats it as an array, so it takes those strings in the array, and applies it as an array to the key. In the braces, it treats it as a dictionary. It's kind of a property list deserialization thing for the original assignment class.
[17:47] They have, I think, one or two more assignments in there that are subclasses. There's a boolean assignment and something else, but basically you get almost no assignment classes in the original WebObjects Direct To Web. Wonder steps in and adds a whole boatload of assignments, and most of them are either derived from the ERD assignment class or the ERD delayed assignment class.
[18:14] The difference between those two classes is the way they cache the values of the key, because if you think about it, it would not be very efficient to have to constantly reevaluate the values of all of these keys over and over again on every page. We would gain flexibility but we would lose speed, and that wouldn't be acceptable.
[18:38] The caching system is there to allow the Direct To Web app to be fast. After you load the page the first time, you've paid your penalty in the lookup part of the page construction. The ERD delayed assignment, on the other hand, it's a special one. It doesn't cache. Sometimes you don't need caching, it's detrimental. You need something that stays fresh all the time. That's what the ERD delayed assignment is there for. The ERD assignment does the caching. The major differences in Wonder's rule system is it gives you smart caching.
[19:32] Smart caching, in the original WebObjects, Direct To Web caching scheme, they had something called...I forget what it's called exactly, something like priority keys or something. But it was just basically this blanket set of keys that were triggers to re‑evaluate the right hand side of your rule.
[19:58] For instance, if a value was cached, but you had this key set in the Direct To Web model that was property key, if the property key changed, then it always re‑evaluated.
Audience:  [20:13] Significant keys?
Presenter:  [20:14] Significant keys. That's the word I was looking for. What Wonder does with the significant keys is it changes the way that happens. Instead of doing it in this, you know, just this is the magical set of keys, significant keys that we always re‑evaluate on, what Wonder does is it takes those significant keys from the qualifier. It looks to the left hand side of your rule. It parses your qualifier, and it says "OK. You've got a property key, key. You've got a component name key, and you've got a page name key over here." Any time those three keys change, "We'll re‑evaluate the right hand side." Otherwise, if they're the same as something that's already in the cache, "We'll just use the cache value." There's a little more to that, and I'll show you in just a second, how you can add keys to that, even if you don't want to have something in the left hand side of your rule that does that. [21:22] The rule assignments in the ERD assignment class fire using reflection. This is really handy, because in the original assignment class, if you were to subclass that, you get a fire method. OK, you've got a fire method, and you know the key and the value. Now, you've got to figure out what to do with it. What you typically end up doing is you look at the right hand side key, you evaluate what it was, and then you'd have this big if else block of just stuff.
[21:52] What the Wonder ERD assignment class does is it looks at it for you and fires a method named after the key. There's also a way you can override it. Instead of firing a method named after the key, you can fire a method named after the value instead. This is really handy. If you don't need it or don't want it, you can always just override the fire method in your ERD assignment, so that you do your own fire stuff. It does that for you, and makes your life a lot easier in general.
[22:23] It also provides some handy localization methods in the ERD assignment class, so you don't have to run out to ERXlocalizer.currentlocalizer, or whatnot. You can just call a couple methods and get display values for anything that's in your Direct To Web context that you're going to display back to the user, like a display name for entity or some such.
[22:52] What does smart caching look like? Like I said earlier, it evaluates your left hand side automatically for you. It builds significant keys from all of the qualifiers for that rule. If you have 20 rules for component name, it goes through all of your rules. It grabs all of the qualifiers, and it pulls every significant key it can off of those rules.
[23:16] If you need to add another one, then you have the ERD computing assignment interface. And what this is, is it simply...you hand it a string, which is the key, the right hand side key, and it returns an NS array of strings, which is the significant keys for that key. These are ones that are added additionally, in addition to the ones that are found on the left hand side.
[23:47] It also has the ERD localizable assignment interface, and this one is basically shorthand for the one above, and it just tacks on a session.language keypath into your array. If you have a localizable assignment, and you want it to be noted as a localizable key, you can just add that to your implements. You don't have to add that to your array.
[24:22] What does an assignment look like? You have a few basic parts. Thanks to the original assignment class, you need these three methods you need to create for each of your assignments. The first two are constructors, and the second one is a static NScoder method. What this is does is when it's stored in the rule file, the rule system loads your rules initially. It's going to look for the NScoder method on the assignment class, and if it doesn't find it, it's going to go up to the parent and use that one. [laughs] You need to implement this on your assignment classes, or else you're going to get a parent class instead of yours. You've got your dependent keys method, which ERD assignment implements the ERD computing assignment interface, or whatever that interface was.
[25:20] You need to supply dependent keys when using the caching assignment, and then you have the last method here. I named it RHS key, because you name your method, just whatever your keys are. If you're doing a custom assignment that handles display property keys, and maybe section contents key. You want to handle both, and then you can have two methods. You have public object display property keys, and it takes a Direct To Web context as the argument. Then you'd have another method, public object content section contents, and it takes a Direct To Web context.
[26:08] Then you don't have to worry about, which value am I trying to assign? You just know based on the method you're in. That looks different from the delayed assignment, in that you still have your block of three very important methods there. They're pretty basic. It's boiler plate code. You just have to change the name to match the name of your assignment.
[26:36] Here you have the ERD computing assignment interface. You're probably wondering, all right, now why did I put that in there, if the delayed assignment doesn't cache, what does that do? What does that mean, because this is for caching? Well, the delayed assignment doesn't cache on the right hand side, but if you're using the delayed assignment on a key, and then you then use that key on the left hand side of a rule, it uses the last value computed.
[27:10] I found this out the hard way. [laughs] What this allows you to do is to provide keys that, if these keys have changed, when the value is used on the left hand side, then it gets computed again. A little tricky. I assume it does it that way simply so you don't end up in some sort of infinite loop where you've got two keys trying to evaluate each other forever. You can control what ones are applied to your delayed assignment.
[27:42] In the delayed assignment, you don't get the reflection. You just get a fire now method, because typically the delayed assignments are accountable in shot. They work from one thing at a time, whereas something like the ERD default display names assignment, or something, it'll handle 15 keys. The delayed assignments, simply, they don't care what the key is. They just take a value, and they convert it in a certain way and apply it to a key, like the ERD delayed object creation assignment, for instance. That one, you supply a class name, and it creates an instance of the object, and it applies it to that key.
[28:22] So it doesn't really matter what the key is. It just looks for the class name, creates an object, sticks it on the key. Now it's time. We're going to show you how these are used, using Java enums. I don't know if any of you have used Java enums in any of your apps before, but there is a prototype, in the ER prototypes, for Java enums. The prototype itself, you have to change, I think, the value class to match your Java enum that you're using. We're going to handle this in three different ways.
[29:10] We're going to do it once through rules, we're going to do it again with a custom assignment, and then we're going to handle the Java enums again through a custom component. You can see how each of these is built and used. We'll start with the custom assignment. Let me first run the example, and show you what it looks like. It's actually using good old ER neutral look, so not as pretty as the one you saw yesterday. Very basic interface.
[29:46] We have one model object. It's "car," and every time you get a car, you get a color, so our color is the enum we're working with. I believe I've got that under enums here. We've got a color enum, very simple. How do we get this to display a list of enums for us? Well, to start with, we can do it using the ERD to one relationship component, I think.
[30:28] It's really, really an awesome little component for editing relationships in that it uses the ERX array chooser superclass, and that superclass can actually be used to manage relationships between an EO and a POJO, a Plain Old Java Object, or two EOs, or two POJOs. You can actually manage relationships between two like Java beans. They're not even enterprise objects, and it will handle it properly.
[30:58] It's really a nifty class, and perfect for an enum, because an enum is basically a Plain Old Java Object. This gives us a chance to dump our old EO shared editing context and start using Java enums. You don't have to worry about fetching, or loading, or any of this memory mess. It's in there.
[31:20] How do we do that through the rule system? To do that, to start with, I've got these numbered here, so you can tell which ones should be applied. We need a component name. We name our ERD2W edit to one relationship component, since it's the one capable of managing. Yes, sir?
Audience:  [31:49] How'd you get that number?
Presenter:  [31:50] Oh, this number here? I just typed it in. That was to help me keep it...
Audience:  [31:56] I didn't know there was a [inaudible 31:55] typed [inaudible 31:57] .
Presenter:  [32:00] David Holt was just asking me about this this morning. I don't know exactly when it changed, but the Rule Modeler, within the last three or four months has...oh, really? About a year ago, that long? OK, well time flies when you're having fun. Mike Schrag altered the Rule Modeler a bit, and made room for comments on rules, and it's really, really helpful, because you can comment all your rules, because, really, when I look at a rule file that's got hundreds of rules in it, I'm scratching my head and saying, Why did I put that in there in the first place? Is it even being used anywhere? What is this for? This gives you the opportunity...
Audience:  [inaudible 32:39] [32:40]
Presenter:  [32:44] Yeah, it's a really nice addition. I'm very glad to have it, personally, because now I can get through, and I can make these comments, and remind myself that, OK, these four are part one, and then this one's part three.
Audience:  [33:00] If you're working with any of the rules in Wonder, and approximately [inaudible 33:05] you direct how it works, how to comment instead of hacking [inaudible 33:11] .
Presenter:  [33:12] Yeah. We can always make comment patches through this stuff in Wonder, because some of the rules are a little tricky, and you don't understand quite how they work. It's one of those, "Now Me versus Future Me." Six months from now, I probably won't remember what I did, and I'll need something that lets me know what I was thinking at that point in time, because one little change, and now your rules are messed up and your enums don't work anymore. [33:46] We choose the component name, and this is going to be dropped in with a switch component in the page. Let's look at that component, really quickly, so you can see where these keys are coming from. Let's find the ER Direct To Web. ERD2W edit to one relationship. Here we go. You can see it's a pretty simple component. It's ERX to one relationship, and key one relationship is the value it uses for the display key.
[34:34] We want to display our enums. You can see it's just pulling the D2W context. It's pulling the value off of it, so that's your key. If we want our enums to show up in the interface, we need to provide a display name key, and that key is named for enum. All enums have a name method on them.
[35:07] Do we want to localize the keys? I usually do this so that you don't get the all caps. Your color is nice and normalized. You're not seeing capital B, capital L, capital A, capital C, capital K there, you're seeing just the capitalized word, and we do that when we enter localized display keys rule.
[35:30] It's going to look in our location file in this project, it's right here, and you can see for each one that's the name of the color, and then we have the beautified version in the localizable strings file. Finally, we have the restricted choice key. What this does is it tells the ERD2W edit to one relationship where the choices are coming from. In this case it's a little tricky, because the key, itself, is resolved off of the component, not off of the D2W context, so if you need something off the D2W context, you'll want to start your key with D2W context. [laughs] You'll see that in just a second on the next step.
[36:27] Anyway, object.available colors. That means we need to create a method on our object, maybe certain cars only come in certain colors. You are then able to control which colors show up in your interface using this code, and you'll find that in the model here. I'm just returning a full array of the color I'll use, but you can apply any sort of model logic you want here.
[36:56] If you have, for instance, a Ford, and Ford only comes in black, and it's Model T, you'd only return black, whereas maybe Volvo has all five colors, or whatever you want to do. That ends up looking like this. Pretty simple. You get a popup menu. You can also change the UI style through the rule system. If you don't like a popup menu, that component's able to do it as a web browser that lets you select one.
[37:28] It's able to do the list as a list of radio buttons, also. Using a UI style key, you can set it so that it looks different than this, if you don't like the popup, and I've read some usability studies that the radio buttons are easier for users than a popup menu, referring back to our evergent presentation yesterday. I really like the fact that he mentioned that, and had all the labels over the form field and such.
[38:01] Anyway, moving right along. We will change the rules around so that we can do this. Instead of using just rule, we're going to create a custom assignment. The custom assignment rules will turn these off. For our custom assignment, we need something to give us choices. We just need these two rules, and then our assignment logic.
[38:47] The restricted choice key, in this case, we're going to be pulling it off of the context. Like I was mentioning before, for some reason, I'm not quite sure, but it resolves off of the object instead of off of the D2W context. You'll see that we're actually putting D2W context in our key path here, because the D2W context is available on the edit to one relationship object. That gives us the key that gives us the choices. Now, we have to define what enum choices are.
[39:29] Obviously, if we have a model that we can't touch, that we don't want to edit, we can, now, still provide choices without having to add any model logic, and do it through an assignment. You can see the assignment class is not the standard WebObjects Direct To Web assignment, but we have a custom assignment listed here. UrApp assignment, enum assignment, and if we look into our assignments, we will find our custom enum assignment.
[40:02] We have the boilerplate three methods to start with. The dependent key. Since we didn't have anything on the left hand side value, we're going to make this dependent on the smart attribute, because the attribute, if it's an enum attribute, this is going to get filled. If it's not an enum attribute, then it's not going to make any sense. This is our enum choices method. Youl notice it's named identically to the right hand side key in the rule system, and it gets called through reflection in the fire method of the superclass. We could have easily overridden the fire methods, since we're only doing one thing here. But if, for instance, we wanted to do some other enum choices, maybe we wanted enum Ford choices, or something, enum Chevy choices for our different car colors, then we could have multiple keys, and we could have multiple methods, which would define what those keys mean.
[41:16] It looks for the smart attribute, which is essentially the attribute on the entity. In this case, it's the enum attribute. It then gets the class for the attribute. It says, "If I am an enum, then give me all of the values for that enum." It essentially works exactly the same way as the model enum choices, the model logic did, but it's doing it through assignments. You're now not touching your model at all, you're just handling it through the Direct To Web rule system.
[42:00] Finally, we have custom component. Let's say you don't want to use just the enum name for your localizable key. What if you've got other enums, and now you've got name collisions? Because, often, enums will have two different keys named the same thing and it has completely different meaning. "Back" on one enum meaning, "You're back," whereas "Back" on another may mean, "Go back a page," and you need to provide a different localized value for that key.
[42:43] How are you going to do that? You can't do that through your rule assignment. You really need to be able to get a hold of the enums and create a key on the spot, so we need a localizable component, or a custom component, and to do that we need these three rules. We will start by creating our own edit enum component. We're going to create something. I don't know if we'd say subclass. We're going to create a component that handles enums, specially. It'll still use the array chooser component that the ERX edit to one relationship component uses, but this one's going to do special enum logic. We still need our destination display key. That tells us what key we're going to use, and we're still localizing keys for this. That's the whole point of building our custom component.
[43:56] In our components, let's look at the HTML and WAD first. It looks very similar to the edit to one relationship component, but you can see that the major change is that we've changed the way we're going to display the strings. We have an enum item and we have an enum display string setting in here. I think all the rest of these are pretty much the same bindings as the component we snatched these from.
[44:32] In our edit enum Java component, we have the enum display string method. We have the getter and setter for the enum. We have a restricted choice list. This is basically the same thing that the other component was doing. We just basically cloned the component rather than extend it, because we want to provide our special logic. I'm sure I had a good reason for that, but it's not coming to me at the moment. [laughs] I probably should've made some comments.
[45:13] Anyway, we have our enum item, and in our enum display string method, we get the enum item. If it's an instance of string, we return just the enum item. That's in case we have a no selection string. If we didn't do that, it would crash with a ClassCastException. Otherwise, if it's not a string, then we know it's going to be an enum.
[45:43] We begin our StringBuilder. We grab the destination display key off of the D2W context. That tells us what we're going to use to build our key in our localization file. Generally, in the Wonder key paths, it's a name dot, and then the actual name following it, kind of like property key, dot, and then the actual property key. For entity names, localizing it is entity name, dot, and then the actual entity name.
[46:17] I kind of followed that, using the name of the enum class, dot, name. This gives us a value of color.black, color.red, color.yellow, whatnot. That's if there is no destination display key. If there is, then we use the one provided by the rule system, and that's the one we specified right here. We give ourselves a little more flexibility that way.
[46:59] If you have some other method on your enum, you might to create a special method on your enum to provide you with a localizable key. Maybe you have two color enums, and one happens to be nested inside of a class, and now you're getting inclusions from that. You could then step in, and on the one that's nested, you could create a localizable key method, set it with destination display key here, and it will pull the key off of that method, rather than off of the built‑in logic here that says just colored, just enumname.name. We've made it a little extra flexible that way, and with those enabled, we now have...oops. I must have forgot to save. Yep. I did. Let me save that rule file.
[48:09] Hopefully that's not the beach ball of death. [laughs] It would be difficult on a demonstration like this, though. Yeah, I think we just killed it. We will force quit our rule modeler. Open it back up.
Audience:  [48:28] Does the rule modeler save every time, or do you keep hitting command S?
Presenter:  [48:32] I'm hitting command S after...when you make changes, you need to save them, or else it will bug you when you try to close it. It will say, "Do you want to save?" Let's see if we can open that up and make sure they got saved. OK. It looks like they did, it just somehow didn't return from the save method, probably.
Audience:  [48:55] Sometimes it beach balls, if it's lost connection to the roller server. You may want to check.
Presenter:  [49:00] I may have to refresh. [laughs] Yeah, that's something else.
Audience:  [49:04] You might have to draw that slide in a wide resolution.
Presenter:  [laughs] [49:06] I won't touch that. David will tell you that that's a way to make rule modeler talk to your rules file, and if you don't do it right, you need to refresh the rule file in your workspace, otherwise your application won't realize that it is now updated. I had problems with that. I was first starting out with the rule modeler. I learned to trust my own judgment better than what I was seeing on the screen, because it would never refresh, and I couldn't figure out why. [49:37] I'd have to restart the app four times and clean, and try and do all kinds of crazy things, trying to figure out what's wrong. Well, David's going to show you what was wrong and how to fix that. Hopefully we can just do a refresh on this. The app should still be running. Create new. It didn't refresh. Let me make a change. Maybe that will help out...in. We will save. All right. Awesome. OK.
Audience:  [50:13] I can read it. [laughter]
Presenter:  [50:17] We will hit new one more time. Did I get it?
Audience:  [50:25] It failed.
Presenter:  [50:26] I'll have to refresh the project.
Audience:  [50:28] Yeah, you've got to refresh that, you said.
Presenter:  [50:31] Refreshing usually does the trick. I didn't see any. Thatrefreshed really quickly, though.
Audience:  [50:40] Well, yes. Refresh only matters when you have builds where it needs to actually....
Presenter:  [50:44] True.
Audience:  [50:44] ...refresh the [inaudible 50:44] local, which doesn't exist anymore.
Presenter:  [50:48] All right. Well, we will stop the application, and start it up. Why have I got two applications running? That may be part of the problem. I can give this another shot. Maybe I was running on the wrong application. OK. Log in. New car. And colors are the same.
Audience:  [51:12] That looked beautiful in 1997. [laughter]
Presenter:  [51:15] Yeah. [laughs] It was awesome back then.
Audience:  [51:20] I don't think it ever looked good. [laughter]
Presenter:  [51:25] OK. We're going to just turn these off. Save. Turn them back on. Save, and try one more time. OK. It's just not going to work for me, I think.
Audience:  [51:45] What is it supposed to do?
Presenter:  [51:46] Well, it's going to give me the localized keys...
Audience:  [51:49] Try cleaning the process.
Presenter:  [51:50] ...from here.
Woman:  [51:51] Again?
Audience:  [51:53] I mean like exclamation points at the bottom there.
Presenter:  [51:54] Right. Instead of doing these keys, it's going to use these keys. I put the exclamation point on the end just so you could see that, yes, it did actually pull the values, but...
Audience:  [52:05] We made this custom component strictly for the localization?
Presenter:  [52:07] Strictly for the localization, exactly. You may have other problems you have to solve with a custom component other than localization. Sometimes you really just have to be able to get ahold of the object, and it's not necessarily easy to do in the assignment class or through the rule system. Sometimes you just want some default logic, and be able to tweak it a little bit like we did with the additional odd display name key method in there. [52:34] Most of the times, you just want to do enums, the enum class.name, but sometimes you want a little extra flexibility. That's pretty much it. That's how to produce Direct To Web custom components, and use the rule system to modify your app and do whatever you need.
Audience:  [52:59] Could you go back to the rule modeler for a second?
Presenter:  [53:00] Sure.
Audience:  [53:02] Just a little question. Now, the restricted choice of keyword down there, [inaudible 53:07] restricted?
Presenter:  [53:08] The restricted choice key. I think it's in the edit enum. Basically, the restricted choice key is one of two keys that the ERD2W edit to one relationship looks for. One is that restricted choice key. One is a restricted choice fetch spec. What it allows you to do is filter the choices that are available in the list. If you don't want to show everything that's available for that relationship, and you just want to show a handful of things...
Audience:  [53:44] It shouldn't matter, though.
Presenter:  [53:45] In this case, I had the restricted choice key, I think, not set for this component. I'm not sure if it's...let's see, where is the possible choices binding, because that's what I believe it binds to. Yeah, right here. The restricted choice list. This works exactly, I think, exactly the same way as this component does. There's a restricted choice list. It checks for restricted choice key, and if it doesn't find one, then it looks for restricting fetch spec key. Either of those can be used to filter what's available in your...
Audience:  [54:28] Those come from the menus?
Presenter:  [54:29] Yeah. Those come from the rules.
Audience:  [inaudible 54:30] [54:30]
Presenter:  [54:33] Exactly. You set those in the rules, and if you don't set them in the rules, then you would get a full list, I think. Actually, you'll get null. [laughs] Anyway, hopefully, I made the point that the point of Direct To Web, it's not just rapid application development. It's about separating your control logic from the rest of your app. That saves you a lot of time in coding, because you don't have to continually repeat your control logic. [55:18] You don't have to continually rebug your control logic in 15 different components, because it's all in one place this way. It, at least to me, makes development a lot easier. I know Anjo has mentioned that when you have a hammer, everything looks like nails. There are probably a few cases where you really need so much customization that Direct To Web templates might be a little cumbersome.
[55:43] Even still, when you have that case, you can use the Direct To Web embedded components, like the ERXD2W list, ERXD2W inspect, those things. Even though you're creating a standard WO component, you're still able to load up Direct To Web pieces into your page. You don't have to come up with a whole new list page, and come up with the sort orderings, and all that garbage that's already done in Direct To Web.
[56:13] Just get out an ERXD2W list. Drop that in your page. Give it a list page configuration, and you're done. If you build your own look, after you get through the inspect page, and the list page, and the edit page, you'll get to the edit relationship page. Once you do once of those, you'll really get a better understanding of how to produce a component using those embedded components.
[56:37] It's a little trickier than using just rules and custom components, drop it in by the rule system, but it's not a whole lot more tricky. Once you get a good feel for Direct To Web, it's not really that difficult to do. Any other questions?
Audience:  [56:58] Will you make the sample code available?
Presenter:  [56:59] Yes, absolutely. I haven't talked to Pascal yet. I plan on making the sample code available either through the web community website, or if he thinks it's better, I can put it up on the wiki. I'll be putting up sample code from yesterday and today. I think the sample code from yesterday will probably be a big help, because I went through the pain and suffering of documenting the navigation menu, which is virtually undocumented anywhere. [57:26] Hopefully that will be of help to someone, if nothing else. I guess if there are no other questions, thank you.
[applause]
[57:37]
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